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            Made in India, for the World

            Surprising you with every move

            
                
                    
                        24+
                    
                    Years of 

                    Excellence
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                    Team 

                    Members 
                

                

                
                    16+
                    Offices  

                    in India 
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                    Countries  
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                Delivering Excellence
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                    With over two decades of experience in the cargo and logistics industry,
                    Movers International is now synonymous with fast and trustworthy cargo
                    shipments across the globe. We are an IATA and MTO affiliated and CHA certified company,
                    and have highly skilled professional
                    employees that dedicatedly work to enhance logistics every day.
                    


                    We're one of India's leading integrated logistics
                    companies with a people-centric approach, top-notch
                    supply chain solutions, a growing network and a highly
                    dedicated team. As a result, every business that partners
                    with us enjoys the better movement of their most valuable
                    assets; anywhere in the world, anytime of the year. 
                    


                    Quote, Book, Ship – Now Simpler than Ever!
                

                
                    Read more
                

            

        

    



    
        
            At Movers, we create tailored and efficiently optimized supply chain solutions for our clients, utilizing a global network of our partners spanning over 190 countries across six continents.
            


            
                As a service-centric organization, we operate without owning the aircraft, ships, or trucks integral to our daily operations. This allows us to maintain remarkable flexibility in our supply chain management approach, enabling us to excel in identifying the most optimal routes and pricing options.
            
        

    




    
        Our Services

        
            With over two decades of experience in the cargo and logistics industry,
            Movers International is now synonymous with fast and trustworthy cargo shipments across the globe.
            We are an IATA and MTO affiliated and CHA certified company and have highly skilled professional
            employees that dedicatedly work to enhance logistics every day.
            

            

            Read more
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        Industries We Serve

        
            We serve a diverse range of industries with our end-to-end comprehensive logistics solutions. With our industry knowledge, we understand the unique challenges and requirements of each sector. Our tailored logistics services are designed to optimize supply chain operations and deliver exceptional results. Whether you operate in manufacturing, retail, e-commerce, healthcare, or any other industry, our logistics solutions are here to meet your needs.
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                Aerospace

                
                    Extensive expertise prioritizes the smooth and efficient movement
                    of sensitive and high value aerospace components, equipments, and materials.
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                    Art & Craft
                

                
                    Offer specialized logistics solutions for custom packaging, kitting, assembly and gift wrapping, etc.
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                Automotive

                Comprehensive and in-house warehousing solutions with real-time visibility for automotive parts. 
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                Chemicals

                
                    Offer comprehensive logistics services, combined with strict adherence to safety protocols services tailored to the unique needs of dealing with hazardous chemicals, industrial gases, or bulk liquids.
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                Consumer Goods

                Offer value added solutions to optimize your supply chain via accurate, timely order fulfilment and reduced lead time.
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                Electronics

                Customized Handling and Storage for High Value, Delicate, and Sensitive Electronic Products.
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                Engineering

                Customized approach with exceptional technical knowledge and expertise to help industrial clients overcome supply chain challenges. 
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                Entertainment

                We bring creativity to life with our logistics solutions tailored to the unique needs of film production, event management, performing arts, temporary Installations and Global Tour Support.
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                Fashion

                Providing seamless logistics solutions to navigate seasonal trends, short product cycles, and evolving consumer demands.
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                Food & Beverage

                Offer specialized temperature-controlled transit, advanced monitoring, strict safety protocols, and quality control for optimal hygiene and safety.
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                Healthcare

                Reliable logistics for time-critical and temperature-sensitive shipments while adapting to changing global regulations and compliances  
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                Luxury

                Offering impeccable comprehensive logistics solutions specifically designed to preserve and secure the integrity and prestige of luxury fashion, jewellery, watches, accessories, and high-end electronics.
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                Mining

                Rich Experience in moving Underground and surface mining machines. Team is equipped to transport Dozers, Dumpers, Draglines, Articulated Tanks, Continuous miners etc.
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                Oil & Gas

                Reliable transportation and storage of critical petroleum products for accurate demand-supply planning. 
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                Perishables

                Reliable transportation and storage of critical petroleum products for accurate demand-supply planning. 
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                Pharma

                Our expertise encompasses temperature control, regulatory compliance, emergency deliveries, reverse logistics, and comprehensive solutions for pharmaceutical stakeholders.
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                Retail

                Optimized retail supply chains with innovative solutions for on-time cross-border delivery
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                Solar

                Careful handling of solar equipment and oversized cargo to handle all aspects of solar panel logistics. 
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                Sports

                With expertise in event logistics, athlete support, equipment transportation, and global tours, we optimize your supply chain, cut costs, and guarantee the success of your sporting endeavors. 
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                Textiles

                State-of-the-art facilities to handle and store valuable clothing, fabrics, home textiles and accessories.

            



    



    
        Our Worldwide Reach
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                We would love to hear from you

                Customer Delight
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